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•

The panel discussion titled “Opening accession talks with Albania and North Macedonia: lessons of the
past”, organised by the The Think Visegrad Platform, European Neighbourhood Council (ENC) and Open
Society European Policy Institute (OSEPI), took place on Thursday, June 13 2019. The event was hosted
by OSEPI Brussels. In the light of the upcoming European Council discussions and potential decision on
opening accession talks with Albania and North Macedonia, the debate focused on expectations on both
sides and past experiences of enlargement in Western Balkans.

•

The special introductory remarks were delivered by H. E. Suela Janina, Ambassador of Albania to the EU,
and Vlatko Stankovski, Deputy Head of Mission of North Macedonia to the EU. The panel discussion
included Marta Szpala (Senior Research Fellow, Central European Department of the Centre for Eastern
Studies (OSW), Poland), Clive Rumbold (Deputy Head of the Western Balkans Division, EEAS), Samuel
Doveri Vesterbye (Managing Director, European Neighbourhood Council, Belgium) and Srdjan Cvijic
(Senior Policy Analyst, Open Society European Policy Institute, Belgium). Debate was moderated by Jana
Juzová (Research Fellow, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy). More than 40 people participated in
the discussion.

Ambassador Suela Janina opened the debate by sharing

message from the EU that could further boost the reforms

Albania’s expectations. She stressed a major support of the

in Albania and start a broader long-term process.

Albanian people to the EU integration process and reminded
the audience that Albania has made the necessary steps to
address

country’s

Commission

main

recently

challenges.

The

European

reaffirmed

its

positive

recommendation regarding Albania’s preparedness for
opening the accession talks – the European Council’s
acceptance of this recommendation would be crucial for the
EU’s credibility. She underlined the need for a positive

Mr Vlatko Stankovski shared the Ambassador Janina’s point
of view and emphasized the recent progress of North
Macedonia in resolving its regional bilateral issues with
Bulgaria and Greece (speaking especially about the crucial
historical success of the Prespa agreement with Greece). He
stressed that a strong determination to start the accession
talks, as well as high expectations have been widespread
within

the

North

Macedonia

population.
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Even though people are at the same time aware that it

Mr Samuel Doveri Vesterbye presented a context of

would not mean joining the EU directly, it would represent

Turkey’s accession story and its relevance for the current

an optimal impulse for the country’s further reform agenda.

debate. He stressed that Albania and North Macedonia hold

The North Macedonian ambition would be to see the first

certain advantages. First, negotiations with Turkey had

intergovernmental conference held by the end of 2019.

been affected by the consequences of financial crisis. At the

Ms Jana Juzová thanked both the distinguished quests for
presenting their optimistic visions and invited the speakers
to share their diverse perspectives. First to take the floor
was Mr Clive Rumbold who highlighted the European
Commission’s position, putting it in the context of the
Council’s commitments from Sofia priority agenda about the

same time, the small size of both Western Balkans countries
plays in favour of those states. The new European
Parliament as well as the new Commission are likely to play
a key role. Further postponement in the enlargement
process could lead to a loss of trust in the region and it may
have a broader negative impact.

enhanced cooperation. He reminded that crucial juridical

It was finally up to Ms Marta Szpala to present the

and security reforms have been accomplished thanks to the

perspective of one of the countries which joined the EU in

real efforts in both countries, despite a complicated political

2004 and which have been strongly promoting the EU

situation. He stressed the geo-strategic importance of the

enlargement. She acknowledged the recent activities of

region and warned against a risk of backsliding, underlined

North Macedonia, led by moderate progressive politicians,

by a threat of more-proactive non-EU actors in the region.

going often against populist voices. However, she reminded

Mr Srdjan Cvijic presented a rather sceptical perspective on
positions of particular EU member states. France’s
standpoint is to prioritize the EU reform to an enlargement.
Germany, on the other hand, had not envisaged enough
time for the parliamentary discussion on the enlargement
package. Furthermore, some politicians would be likely to

that only 13 out of 28 member states supported the most
recent enlargement document and, therefore, a plan B
should be elaborate in order to stabilise the Western
Balkans, as it is hard to imagine how reforms processes
would continue without the viable perspective of the EU
membership.

refuse the opening the accession talks, due to fear of losing

The Q&A session featured commentaries by various actors

voter support in their respective countries. This would

reflecting again on the potential role of the new Commission

jeopardise the enlargement potentials. He presented also

or potentially different decision making procedure within the

the unfortunate situation in which the accession talks had

EU in the future (QMV in enlargement questions). A risk of

been opened with Montenegro and Serbia. The opening of

huge disappointment of the people in the Western Balkans

talks is now unsure with Albania and North Makedonia, even

if the process doesn’t move further was highlighted several

though they are in a similar position and prepared to the

times.

same degree.
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